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THE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF CARLETONITE,
KNa+CarSieOls(COB)4(F,
OH) .H2O, A DOIIBLE-SHEET
SILICATE
G. Y. CHeo,Department ol Geology,Carleton Uniuersity,
Ottawa. Ontario KlS 586. Canada
Assrnlcr
Carletonite, a ew mineral from Mont St. Hilaire, Quebec,istetragonalP{/mbm,
with a : 13.1?8 i., c : 16.695 i,. and a : 4. The structure was solved bv three.
dimensional Patterson synthesis and refined by full-matrix least-squares tethod
using anisotropic temperature parameters. The final E index for 1085 "observed"
reflections is 0.0368.
Carletonite has a layer structure. Within one period of c, it contains a silicate
layer of composition NaXSieOre.HrO, a carbonatelayer of composition NaCOa.*IIzO
and two carbonate layers of composition NaCazCOs(F, OH)g.u. In the silicate layer
two apophyllitelike Si0ro single-sheets based on four- and eight-membered rings
share hal-f their non-bridging oxygen atoms to form an SieOra double-sheet.
Least-squares refinement of occupancy factors confirmed deficienciesof Na, K,
Ca, and COa in carletonite, as were indicated by chemical analyses. The water
content from chemical analyses is considerably higher than that derived from
structure analysis. The excesswater may be accommodated in large interstices of
the structure and in vacant sites of the COs groups, and it may have the function
of stabilizing the defect structure.
INrnonucrrow

Carletonite is a recently describednew mineral from Mont St. Hilaire,
Quebec(Chao, 1971a).Its chemicalformula, basedon two chemical
analyses, is K6.7aNa3.56Ca3.7aMgo.oBSiz.8eAlo.rrO18(COr)r.u.F0.4r.2.05H2O.

It is tetragonal and belongsto the spacegrovpP4/mbm. Cellparameters
'Weissenberg
derived from
and precessionphotographs were refined
by the least-squaresmethod using X-ray powder diffraction data
obtained at room temperature with CuK* radiation 1l : t.S+tS A;,
a 114.59 mm camera, and metallic Si as an internal standard. The
refinedvalues area : 13.178(3)A and c : 16.69b(4)A. With Z : 4,
the density calculated from the chemical analysesis 2.426 g/cm3, in
reasona,ble
agreementwith the meaflrredvalue, 2.45(I) g/cm".
Carletonite has perfect basal cleavage similar^ to apophyllite. In
addition, the o parameter of carletonite (13.178A) is comparable to
v2 times the a parameter of apophyllite (8.965 A, Chao, lg71b), suggesting structural similarity between the two minerals. However, the
Si to O ratio of 8:18 in carletonite indicates a new type of layer structure, probably formed by two apophyllite-like SinO16sheets sharing
half of their unsharedoxygenatoms.To test this hypothesis,a structure
determination of carletonite was carried out.
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ExpnnrMsNrer, Pnocnounss
Because attempts to prepare spheres from cleavage fragments of carletonite
consistently yielded saucer+haped grains due to the perfect basal cleavage, a small
equidimensional fragment approximately 0.06 X 0.06 X 0.06 mm was used in this
study. A manual Supper equi-inclination single-crystal difrractometer with a
scintillation counter was employed to collect the X-ray diffraction intensities, using
MoK" radiation (I : 0.7107 A). All reflections with positive h&l up to sin t : 0.40
were mea,sured by the fixed-le oscan metho4 using scanning speed of 2"/m)n.
Intensities of the symmetry-related I*I and &ht pairs were averaged. The agreement
between I(hkI) and l(khl) is within 5 percent, except for some very weak reflections
for which the discrepancies are as large as 50 percent. A total of L22Oindependent
reflections were obtained. Of these, 135 reflections have net intensities less than
three times the square root of the background intensities and were designated
"unobserved." These were arbitrarily assigned half the background intensities.
Lorentz and polarization corrections were made in the usual manner. No attemFt
was made to correct for absorption because the small size of the crystal used
(pr : 0.04).
For subsequent calculations of structure factors, scattering factors of Sir+,
{t*, Ct*, Ca2+, Naf K1 C", O-, and F- from lhe International Tables lor X+ay
Crysl,allographU G962) were used.
DprnnltrrqerroN

AND Rnl.rxnnnrt

on rHE Srnucrunn

A three-dimensionalPatterson synthesiswas used in the solution
of the structure. Over ninety percent of the maxima in the Patterson
map could be accountedfor by three atoms in the generalpositions
and one atom in a special position 4/ in the spacegroup PL/mbm.
Thesewere assignedto Ca, Si(1), Si(2), and K on the basisof relative
peak heights.Three cycles of least-squaresrefinementof these four
atomsreducedthe R index from the initial value 0.51to 0.46.Successive three-dimensional
Fourier syntheseswerethen calculatedfrom the
contributionsof all atoms already located,eachrevealinga few more
lighter atoms,until all atoms,exceptHrO (12), werelocatedand identified. The identificationof atomswas primarily basedon relative peak
heights on the Fourier maps and consideration of the interatomic
redistancesand coordination.Six cyclesof full-matrix least-squares
finement of all these atoms with individual isotropic temperature
factors and full site-occupancyresultedin a -E index 0.070.
A differencesynthesiswas computed,revealinga maximum of approximately \e/Ls at' r : 0.45; a = 0.05; z : A, at the intersection
of two mirror planes.Becausethe chargebalancewas aheady satisfied by the rest of the atoms,it was assumedto be a water oxygen,
HrO(12). Its site is only 2.04 L away from its symmetry-equivalent
site about the two-fold axis, and thereforethis HzO moleculemust be
assumedto be disordered,occupyingonly one of the two sites in any
one cell.
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Site-occupancyfactors were then introducedas least-squares
variables,still with isotropic temperature factors for all twenty-two atoms
including HrO(12). The scatteringfactor for F was adjustedto the
weightedmean scatteringfactors of 0.41 F- and 0.59 O-. All Al was
assignedto Si(2) becauseall four oxygen atoms are shared in the
Si(l) tetrahedronwhereasonly three are sharedin the Si(2) tetrahedronand the meanSi-O distancein ihe Si (2) tetrahedronis 0.01A
larger than that in the Si(l) tetrahedron.The small amount of Mg,
presumably present in substitution for Ca, was ignored. After two
cyclesof refinement,the ,R index fell to 0.056.The introduction of siteoccupancy factors in the least-squaresrefinement did not affect the
positional parameters, but significantly changed the temperature
factors.
The refinement was continued using site-occupancy factors and
anistropic temperature factors. Due to limitations of the computer
available to the author, only eleven atoms were refined at one time;
the rest were held unchanged.Eight cyclesof refinementreduced,E to
0.050.At this stage of the structure determination bond valenceswere
calculated (Donnay and Allmann, 1970), revealingthat the assignment,of II2O(11) and (F, OII) had to be reversed.After this was
correctedanother six cycles of least-squaresrefinement were executed
and the .E index rapidly decreasedto a final value 0.0368for 1085
observedreflections and 0.0427for all l22O reflections.The final shifts
of the parameterswere all lessthan 10-6.The coefficients
of correlation
betweenthe occupancyfactor and the principal temperatureparameters for all atoms range from 0.397to 0.772.The final atomic positions, thermal parameters,and occupancyfactors are listed in Table
1. The observedand calculatedstructurefactorsare given in Table 21.
A compilation of some important distancesand angles is given in
Table 3.
The final occupancyfactors for the carbon atoms are considerably
larger than 0.9, the expected value calculated from the chemical
analysis.This was obviously due to the inexact approximationof the
carbon scattering curve by C3.. It was therefore decided to test the
refinement of the structure using the Co scattering curve. After eight
more cyclesof least-squares
refinementthe -E index increasedslightly
from the previous value 0.0427to 0.0432for all reflections.The positional parameters for the carbon atoms and all parameters for the
'Table 2 may be ordered as NAPS Document
01771 from National Auxilliary Publicatioos Service of the A.S.LS., c/o CCM Information Corporation,
866 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022; remitting in advance $2.00 for
microfiche or $5O0 for photocopies, in advance, payable to CCMIC-NAPS.
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TATI,E 3

Selected

51(1)

lnte(at@ic
(e.s.d.

(8) od
dlstances
ln parentheses)

tetrahedron

Sl (2)

(o)

mgfes

tetrahedron

sl (1)-o(1)
sr(1)-o(2)
sl(1)-o(s)
sr(1)-o(6)

1. s90(3)
1.588(3)
1,.612(4)
1.613(3)

si(2)-o(1)
sr(2)-o(2)
si(2)-o(3)
si (2)-o(4)

1.62s(3)
r.627(3>
1.s57(3)
r.623(4)

o(1)-o(2)
o(1)-0(s)
o(1)-o(6)
o(2)-o(5)
o(2)-o(6)
o(5)-0(6)

2.646(4)
2.623(5)
2.589(4'
2.s6L(5)
2.619(4)
2.64s(s)

o(1)-o(2)
o(1)-o(3)
o(1)-0(4)
o(2)-o(3)
o(2)-o(4)
o(3)-o(4)

2.575(4)
2.649(4)
2.636(s)
2.683(4)
2 . 5 8 t( s )
2.640(s)

o(1)-si(1)-0(2) 112.8(2)
o(1)-sr(1)-o(s) 110.0(2)
o(r)-si(1)-0(6) ro7.9(2)
o ( 2 ) - s r( 1 ) - 0( s ) 1 0 6 . 3( 2 )
o ( 2 ) - s 1 ( 1 ) - o ( 6 )r 0 9 . 8 ( 2 )
o(5)-s1(r)-o(6) rLo.2(2)

o ( 1 ) - s i ( 2 ) - o( 2 ) L 0 4 . 7( 2 )
o(1)-sr(2)-o(3) J,r2.2(2)
o ( 1 ) - s r ( 2 ) - o ( 4 )1 0 8 . 4 ( 2 )
o(2)-si(2)-o(3) tL4.2(2'
o(2)-si(2)-o(4)10s.r(2)
o ( 3 ) - s l ( 2 ) - 0 ( 4 ) L L L . 7( 2 )

si(1)-o(1)-sr(2)
sr(2)-0(2)-sl(1)t
s r ( 2 ) - o ( 4 ) - s(r2 ) ' '
si(1)-0(s)-si(1)' |
s i ( 1 ) - o ( 6 ) - s I ( 1 )" ,

Na(L) -polyhedron

Ca-polyhedron

ca-o(3)
ca-o(3)r
ea-o(7)
ca-o(7)r
ca-o(8)
ca-o(9)
ca-o(10)
ca-F

2.37rQ)
2.434(3)
2 . 5 2 7( 3 )
2.541(3)
2.4s0(s)
2.430(5)
2.4O5(3)
2.500(4)

K-polyhedron
K-o(2)
K-o(s)
x-o(10)

rs9.7(2)
r49.0(2>
!42.2(2)
139.9(2)
L45.6(2)

3.2I5(3) (4x)
2.92s(4) (zx)
2.773(3) (4x)

tra(l)-o(3)
2.34s(4) (4x)
Na(L)-F,
2.630(4)
Na(1)-H2o(11) 2.342<8)
Na(2)-polyhedron
tra(2)-0(4)
Na(2)-o(7)
Na(2)-0(10)
Na(2)-ttro(12)

Na(3)-polyhddron
Na(3)-o(7)
ta(3)-o(8)
Na(3)-o(9)

C(l)-trtangle

2.464(7)
2.376(5) (2x)
2.349(s) (2x)
2.857 (48)

2.s44(6) (4x)
2.3e6Q) Qx)
2.5s8(6) (2x)
C(2)-rrtangle

c(1)-o(7)
c(1)-o(9)

1 . 2 8 8 ( 7 ) (2x)
r.268(7)

c(2)-o( 8)
C(2)-o(10)

o ( 7 ) - o ( 7 )|
o(7)-o(9)

2.2s2(4'
2 . 2 O 2 ( s ) (2x)

o( 8)-0(10)
o(10)-o(10),

2.20L(6) (2r)
2.230(4)

o(7)-c(1)-o(7)'
o(7)-c(1)-o(9)

L22.0(2)
1 r 9 . 0 ( 2 ) (2x)

o( 8)-c(2)-o(10)
o(10)-c(2)-o(10)'

118.3(2) (2x)
r23.4(2)

H20-O approaches

H 2 o ( 1 1 ) - u 2 o ( 1 r )2' . 8 1 s
rr2o(r1)-0(1)
3 . 1 5 8 (4x)
I I 2 o ( 1 2 ) - 0 ( 9 ) 3 . 2 8 0 (4x)

1.2e8(9)
I.266(7) (2x)

F-O approaches

F-o(3)
F-o (7)

2.988 (4x)
3.215 (4x)
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other twenty atoms remain essentiallyunchangedwith differencesless
than a fraction of the correspondingestimatedstandard deviations.
However, the thermal perametersand the occupancyfactors for the
carbonatomswere drastically changed(Table 1) ; the new occupancy
factors were much smaller than the expectedvalue 0.9; and the principal thermal parametersbecamenegative.Theseresults suggestthat
the scattering curves of c* or c2* are probably more realistic for
carbon atoms in carbonates,but no attempt was made to refine the
structure using the C* ot C'* curves.
DpscmprroN eNl DrscussloN oF tnp Srnucrunn
carletonite is a phyllosilicate (Figs. 1 and 2). within one period
along c, it contains a silicate layer of the composition Na(l)KSisOr'
H,OiU) (Fig. 2), a carbonatelayer or C(l)-Iayer of the composition
Na(3)C(1)Ot+ffrO(tZ) and two carbonate lavers or C(2)Javers of
the compositionNa(2)Ca,C(2)O.(F,OH)o.u(Figs. 1 and 3)'

?

!.1! naA

OCOceo@o
KCoNoOFH.OSi

a
c

Frc. 1. The crt,stal structure of carletonite projected on (100) shou'ing, from
top to bottom, the double-sheet silicate layer, the C(2)laver and the C(1)laver.
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b

t)

Coo

t(

FIc. 2. The lower half of the SirO,, double-sheetof carletonite projected on
(001).It is linked to the upperhalf, its mirror equivalent,by Oo.
In the silicate layer there are two independent Si tetrahedra sharing
O(1) and O(2) to form eight-membered rings about the four-fold axes
of symmetry. Within one eight-membered ring, the apical oxygen
atoms (O(3) and 0(6)) in alternate tetrahedra point in opposite directions. Each eight-membered ring is linked laterally by four-membered
rings to four adjacent eight-membered rings across the diagonal mirror
planes, resulting in a continuous single sheet. Each single-sheet is
cross-linked, by sharing 0(6) atoms, to another sheet across the horizontal mirror plane at z : i to form a double-sheet of the composition
SisO'8.Both Si tetrahedra are slightly distorted. In the Si(l) tetrahedron
there are two short Si-O distances, 1.588 A and 1.590 A, within the
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eight-memberedring, and two longer distances,1.612 and 1.613 A,
outside the eight-memberedring. Si(2) i.* approximately equi-distant
to threreshared oxygen atoms aI 1.625 A, but is considerablycloser,
1.567 A, to the fourth, O(3) atom, which is not shared.The short
Si(2)-O(3) distance and the relatively large O(3)-Si(2)-O angles
(Cruickshank,
(111.7'to 114.2")suggestthe presence
of p - d zr-bonding
1961, and Brownoand Gibbs, 1969). The mean Si(2)-O distance of
1.611A is 0.010A Iongerthan the mean Si(l)-O distanceof 1.601A,
partial substitution of Si by AI in the Si(2) tetrahedron.
mainly due to -negative
The excess
chargesin the silicate layer are partically
balancedby Na(l) and K atoms.Na(l), on the four-fold axis near
rings,is in six-fold coordinationwith
the centreof the eight-membered
four O(3) atoms from the silicate layer, one (F, OH) atom at 2.630A

€O

o o oDo

Col{oOFHaOC

Frc. 3. The carbona,tesheetsof carletonite projected on (001).
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directlybelowit and oneHrO(11) at2.842A direcily aboveit. Na(1)
is displacedfrom the O(B) plane by 0.66 A toward ihe HzO(ll)
molecule.K is situated on the two-fold axis at the centre of the irregular hole or highly distorated eight-memberedring. It is coordinated irregularly with ten oxygen atoms at a mean distanceof 2.g80
A, six in the silicate layer and four in the C(2)-layer.
In the C(1)-layer,the C(1) atom lies in the horizontalmirror plane
at z: O,at a mean distanceof 1.281A from three oxygenatomsin a
vertical plane. Carbon lies in the plane of the oxygentriangle as evidencedby the sum of O-C-O anglesof 860.0o.Na(B) is irregularly
surroundedby eight carbonateoxygen atoms at a mean distanceof
2.51L, six from the C(1)-layer,and two from the C(2)-layers.
The C(2)-layer lies betweenthe C(1)-layer and the silicate-layer,
on both sideso{ the mirror plane at z : 0.It carriesexcesspositive
chargesand servesthe function of linking the C(l)-layer and the
silicate-layerwhich have excessnegativecharges.The C(2) Oe group
is also planar with the sum of the O-C-O anglesequal to 860.0".The
C(2)OBplaneis inclinedto (001) at an angleof 20o39'.Na(2) in this
layer is bondedto one O(4) atom from the silicate-layer,two O(Z)
atoms from the C(1)-layer, two O(10) atoms from the C(2)-layer,
and one HrO(12) molecule.Ca has eight nearestneighbours,one
(F, OH) and two oxygen atoms frorn the C(2)-layer, three oxygen
atoms from the C(1)-layer, and two oxygenatoms from the silicatelayer.
The least-squaresrefinement of the site occupancyfactors confirmed the non-stoichiometryof carletoniteindicatedby the chemical
analyses (Table 4) . The low occupancyfactors of the silicon atoms
are probably due to the inaccuracyof the scattering factor for Si*.
usedin the refinementand are not true indication of deficiency.This
view is supportedby the fact that the occupancyfactors of all the
silicateoxygenatoms (O(l)-(G) in Table 1) are very closeto 1.0.
Despite the large deviation of occupancyfactors of the carbon atoms
from the expectedvaluesthe deficiencyof carbonis suggestedby the
low site-occupancyfactors of all the carbonateoxygenatoms (O(7)( 1 0 ) ,T a b l e1 ) .
It ,is interesting to note that the total HzO content derived from
least-squaresrefinement is considerablylower than the analyticar
amount. The excesswater indicated by the analysisis probably real
and may be accommodated
in the vacant sitesof the carbonategroups.
It may have the function of stabilizingthe defectstructure.
The HgO moleculeis not bonded to apv atom in the structure. The
nearestcation neighbour,Na(2), is 2.857A away, a distancesignificantly
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IABTE 4

Forurla

of

carletoaLte

(O:<Ygen atons

L.S.

Nunber of Atons per Forola

Factor

0ccupancy

L.

Reflnenent

Na(3)

0.e65(4x)
0.e72(4x)
0.e23
0.e0s(2x)
o.e2s

K

0.882

Ca

0.940 (4x)

c(1)
c (2)

1.0e8 (2x)
1.184 (2x)

)
)

H20(11)

0.7e1
o.ss4

I

sl (1)
sl (2)
Na(1)
Na(2)

H20(12)
F

1

Calculations

IncludLng

Calculateil
fu1I

fron

aton

Chenical

Analyslsl

7.748

8.00

)

3.658

3.56

0.882
3.760

0.74

3.8123

3.65

1.640

2.O5

0.410

0.41

I
)

|

basecl on 8 Sl- aton

0.03

S. Reflnenent

l
J

1.001x0.59(0.sx)J
1.001x0.41

0n=Ir20

excluded)

per

3.772

fornula.

of Mg.

occupancy

factors

of

0(7-10),

*suning

1'0

rePresents

slte-occupancy.

outside the range 2.25-2.78 i. for Na-o distancesgiven in the International Tables(Vol. 3). The shortestH,O(12)-O approachis 3'280 A,
well outside the range 2.49-3.15A for o-o distancescited in the Internq,tiona,lTabtesfor hydrogen bonds of organic salts containing water.
Thus the environment of Hro(12) difiers from that of water in zeolites
in which HrO moleculesare either bonded to one divalent cation or
to two monovalent cations (Taylor, 1934). HrO(12) is probably not
crystalline water but represents a concentration of the excess
water trapped in the structure. The ideal chemical formula of

STRUCTURE OF CARLETONITE

carletonite should be written as KNaaCa4SisO$(COs)4(OH,
F).H2O,
or KNaaCa4Si8Ors(COr)4(OH,
F).(HrO),*,, with e : 0-1.0, if the
excesswater is included.
The connection of the perfect {001} cleavage of carretonite with
the double-sheetstructure is obvious. The good {100} cleavageis
presumably produaedalong the distorted eight-membered.rings where
the breaking of the Si-O bonds is kept at a minimum.
Rnr,erpo Srnucrunns
The siso16double-sheetsin carletoniteare structurally intermediate,betweenthe tetragonal si+oro single-sheetstructures,represented.
by apophyllite and gillespite (Batr'eSiaOle),
and the frameworksrructures of the harmotome-phillipsitegroup of zeolites.Consequently,
it bears similarities to all these structures.

composedof six-memberedrings at the samelevel with all the unshared.
oxygenatomspointing in the samedirection.rn apophyllite,however,

Frc. 4. Manner of linkage of adjacent rings of SiO+tetrahedra in:
(a) apophyllite, sharing a basal oxygen atom,
(b) gillespite, sharing an apical oxygen atom,
(c) carletonite, sharing both basal and apical oxygen atoms.
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<L
,6

(,

t

t

I +5

._-+c

(o)

sinF

(b)

o

E

t

--+[ro]

o

(c)

-+b

Frc.5. Comparison of the alumino-silicate frameworks in: (a) harmotome,
(b) sanidine, a,nd (c) paracelsian,with.(d) the double-sheetin carletonite. (FiSs.
(a), (b), and (c) after Sadanagaet aI. (1961),Fig. 9).

two adjacent rings are linked by a basal oxygen atom (Fig.4a)'
whereas in gillespite they are linked by an apical oxygen atom (Fig'

and
4b). The compounds,CaCuSirOro,(Egyptian blue), SrCuSi+Oro,
(Pabst,
Leached
1959).
gillespite
BaCuSi+Oro,are isostructuralwith
gillespite,Hr6(Si4O1o)
n, also tetragonal in symmetry, has a structure
which may be derived from the gillespitestructure by removal of Ba
and Fe and the balancingof chargesby hydrogenatoms (Pabst,1958).
The structure of carletonite is unique in that both apophyllite and
gillespite types of linkages of the rings are present (Fig. 4c) ; the
adjacent rings within the same single-sheetsare linked by a basal
oxygen atom and two rings in different single-sheetsare linked by
an apicaloxygenatom.
Macdonaldite,BaCa+HzSireosa'(8+ #)H2O (Cannillo and others,
(Cannillo
1968) and delhayelite, Ca+(NagCa)Kz(Si14Alz)OasClaF+
of the
double-sheets
and others, 1969) also have structuresbasedon
one
only
carletonitetype. However, in macdonalditeand delhayelite
Si tetrahedron within each four-memberedring in a single-sheetis
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sharedwith the adjacent single-sheetto form a double-sheetof the
composition(Si,At) 8ore.
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